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Furniture Assembly
Service

Because sometimes it’s nice to have
someone else put your furniture together.

Furniture Assembly Service contact number: 213 0059863
assembly@delatolas.com
Working hours:  Monday - Saturday 09:00 - 18:00

IKEA Customer Support contact number: 
801 11 22 722 (local rate cost)

210 35 43 403 (for international or mobile phone calls) 

Charging is in accordance with the pricing policy 
of your telecom provider.

Contact us

Furniture Assembly Service Pricelist
Zone 1      

Additional charges per zone

*Example: for products of 3,000€ value,
the cost of assembly amounts to 250€+25€=275€

Assembly of products up to 2,500€

  

Special rates for assembly of products more 
than 2,500€ *  

Installation/mounting of products, such as: 
blinds, curtain rods, rails, frames, mirrors, 
shelves and suspension rails

Minimum charge of visit

Disassembly of IKEA furniture

In-store disassembly service

10% 
on the initial product 
value

5%
on the extra sum of 
the initial value

5€/piece

25€

15€/piece

10€/piece

Notes:
1. All above listed prices include VAT 24%.
2. Furniture must be located to the space where they will be assembled, which should be clean 
and free of small objects.
3. The assembly crew does not handle the transport of goods between floors and different spaces.
4. Consumer is not obliged to pay if the notice of payment is not received (receipt-invoice).
5. The assembly charge for products purchased from the As-Is Department or with a discount is 
calculated based on their initial value.
6. Disassembly service in the store, applies for the stores IKEA Airport, IKEA Kifissos, IKEA 
Thessaloniki and IKEA Ioannina. Maximum waiting time is 2 hours. Service is available until 
2 hours before closing time of the store. Kitchen disassembly is excluded.
7. In case the works are interrupted not due to the service provider’s responsibility, 
a minimum visit charge of 25€ or charge of the corresponding zone applies.
8. For a large volume of products for assembly in remote areas or islands, the service members 
may need to stay overnight; all costs of accommodation shall be borne by
the customer. The customer shall be timely informed about all the charges.
9. For furniture assembly on islands, any ticket costs are covered by the customer.
10. The assembly crew does not undertake electrical and plumbing works.
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